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Executive Summary

Contents

Kanseng Primary School, located in Kanseng Village of Cambodia,
consisted of four school buildings. One of the buildings was in
reasonable condition while the other three buildings were not. Of the
buildings in poor condition, one was structurally unsafe and the others
were unsuitable environments for students and teachers. The three
buildings were in dire need of removal out of safety concerns.
We provided a solution to this critical problem by constructing one fullyfurnished school building with five classrooms and six new toilets.
Construction of Kanseng Primary School began in the beginning of
October 2021 and was fully completed 9th December 2021.
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Overview

Since their independence from French colonial powers in 1953, the Cambodian people have been subjected to many
years of exploitation by successive government regimes. From 1975-1979, the fragile social fabric of Cambodia was
further weakened under the oppressive rule of the Khmer Rouge regime. During the four short years that the Khmer
Rouge was in power, Cambodia was systematically destroyed. Imperiled by genocide and the extreme violation of
their rights, over 1.5 million Cambodians died during the regime’s rule. Citizens were forcefully evicted from their
homes and separated from their families.
Thirteen years of civil unrest followed, endangering further generations of Cambodian people. They continued to
suffer from long periods of starvation, forced labor, and extreme hardship. Decades of political and social turmoil
caused tremendous disruption to the country’s development and progress. Many children were denied the
opportunity to receive a proper education.
The spread of COVID-19 since March 2020 has had a further adverse effect on children’s education in Cambodia.
While case numbers in the country remained relatively low, there were nationwide school closures to help curb the
spread of the virus.
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Classes moved online for six months in 2020, yet this distance learning may have exacerbated the divide between
rural and urban populations given the disparities in access to technology. Furthermore, economic hardship brought
by the pandemic means families have to make choices between sending their children to school or paid work (UN
Cambodia Framework for the Immediate Socio-Economic Response to COVID-19, August 2020). These hardships are
typically felt more by families in rural areas like Kanseng Village. Thankfully, good news has arrived as schools have
started to slowly reopen as of 1 November 2021.
Kanseng Village is part of Sangveuy Commune, Chikreng District in Siem Reap Province, Cambodia. It is located in the
north central part of the country and is a two-hour drive from Siem Reap. The name of the village was inspired by a
local village pond with its surrounding Kanseng trees. The village was established in 1930 when individuals and
families moved into this region from other areas of Cambodia to cultivate the land. The village population currently
sits at 2,213 and is home to 483 families. Most of the village is reliant on rice cultivation and subsistence farming as
their main livelihood. Corn and cucumber are also cultivated during the dry season. The area is challenged by a lack
of alternative sources of income with many traveling seasonally, crossing borders with nearby Thailand for work in
construction and farming. The village has water, electricity and mobile coverage but lacks a local hospital and
healthcare.
Kanseng Primary School is located in Kanseng Village and was established in 1979 with a small temporary school
building of two classrooms. The school currently serves 476 students (247 boys and 229 girls) ranging in age from six
to twelve years old with 16 employed teachers (6 males and 10 females). The school grounds contained four buildings
with a total of eight classrooms and five toilets. One of the buildings, with three classrooms, was built in 2002 out of
concrete and was evaluated as safe and in reasonable good condition. The other three buildings, however, were
evaluated as extremely unsafe for the students and teachers. One of the buildings built in 1993 out of concrete and
wood with three classrooms was completely rotten and on the verge of collapsing. The other two smaller buildings
which were built by the community in 2019 and 2020 to alleviate overcrowding were also deemed unsafe. Zinc sheet
metal was used for the roof and walls creating an extremely hot environment inside the classrooms. The classroom
conditions impeded student and teacher development and were also a major health concern. Good intentions and
efforts were made by the community to alleviate overcrowding, however, a sounder and safer structure of quality
materials and design is required to keep students and teachers safe and thriving in the harsh Cambodian weather.
We offered our best solution for addressing the above critical issues by constructing one fully-furnished school
building with five classrooms. The construction of the new school building encourages the students to fully participate
in their schooling and will emphasize the importance of education to the whole community. Replacing the unsafe
buildings with a new building creates a positive, safe and encouraging space to learn, grow and develop for both
students and teachers. We also built six new toilets to proactively accommodate a growing student population
ensuring that hygiene related illnesses are minimalized.

2.

Operational Implementation

It is our belief that establishing a close partnership with community leaders and the school management team leads
to a more successful outcome. As with all of our projects, we encouraged the village to actively contribute to the
construction process to instill a strong sense of pride and ownership in the project. The community agreed to
contribute by filling the land for the school foundation, removing the old school building, and organising the opening
ceremony.
We are required to follow government approved construction plans and designs when building schools in Cambodia.
We partnered with a local contractor to manage labour and transportation of materials, oversee construction, and
procure the required furniture. The contractor was paid in instalments after the completion of each step of the building
process, according to a written agreement. Five percent of the total construction cost will be held for six months after
completion of construction as a guarantee for the quality of the work.
The project contract was signed on 17 September 2021 with construction beginning early October, after a hefty Covid19 related delay, which put us back several months.
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Due to travel restrictions brought about by COVID-19, our team stayed in touch with the construction manager and
school management online, receiving regular updates. The progress was monitored to ensure our high quality
standards were met, and we were pleased with the cooperation of the community. Construction was fully completed
9th December 2021. The school and community are now responsible for the operation and maintenance of the new
school building.
The school opening is not yet scheduled and we shall be in touch with you once boarders open again to the outside
world to arrange for an opening date.
3.

Project Performance

Effectiveness: The following objectives were achieved:


One new school building was constructed equipped with five fully-furnished classrooms and six new toilets.
A new, quality learning environment for the students will incentivise them to fully participate in their
education.



With a new school building, parents from Kanseng Village will find relief knowing there is now plenty of room
to support their child’s education in a safe and motivating environment.



We expect the community to benefit tremendously from the new school building. Students will be more
engaged, literacy rates will increase, school attendance will rise, and school dropout rates will decrease. We
further expect that more students will continue to secondary school.

Efficiency: When building schools and boarding houses in Cambodia we are required to follow specific designs and
guidelines, which provides financial consistency. We agreed on a fixed price with a contractor to ensure that project
costs would not change due to currency fluctuations or changes in the price of building materials. Our final
construction costs were therefore in line with the proposed budget of USD 57,880. Administration expenses are a
fixed percentage of the total construction budget and are allocated in full.
Sustainability: Sustainability of the school is guaranteed through close cooperation and collaboration with the
government. Kanseng Primary School is a fully accredited government school; the government will provide teacher
salaries, staff training, school maintenance, and resources for future renovations. The community will ensure that the
school is properly maintained. We will carry out regular follow-up visits for monitoring and evaluation purposes.

4.

Project Chronology

The following link provides additional information on the various phases of construction:

https://childsdream.org/projects/kanseng-primary-school/
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We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere gratitude for your support and trust. Together, we were
ones again able to make a significant impact in the lives of many children. Thank you so much!
We would love to embark on a new project together in the not too distant future. Wishing you now a happy holiday
and all the best in 2022 and beyond.

Chiang Mai, 14th December 2021

Child’s Dream Cambodia

Marc T. Jenni
Founder & Managing Director Operations

Daniel M. Siegfried
Founder & Managing Director Programmes
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5.

Photographs

A structurally unsound building with
the community built zinc addition

One of the zinc buildings which was
added to alleviate overcrowding

Rotted wood from years of
moisture and extreme heat

Clear evidence of a rotten structure
and a matter of time before
collapse

School and community leaders met
to sign the contract with Child’s
Dream

Construction began early October
2021 after a hefty Covid related
delay

Construction went smoothly throughout; steady progress was made

The new school with five fully-furnished classrooms is now ready for teachers and students!
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What a wonderful school! Thank you very much for your great support!
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